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Abstract  
Categorical data clustering is an interesting challenge for 
researchers in the data mining and machine learning, because of 
many practical aspects associated with efficient processing and 
concepts are often not stable but change with time. Typical 
examples of this are weather prediction rules and customer’s 
preferences, intrusion detection in a network traffic stream. 
Another example is the case of text data points, such as that 
occurring in Twitter/search engines. In this paper we propose a 
generalized framework that detects drifting concepts and try to 
show the evolving clustering results in the categorical domain. 
This scheme is based on the cosine measure that analyzes 
relationship between clustering results at different time stamps 
using POur-NIR method. 
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1. Introduction 

Extracting Knowledge from large amount of data is 
difficult which is known as data mining. Clustering is a 
collection of similar objects from a given data set and 
objects in different collection are dissimilar. Most of the 
algorithms developed for numerical data may be easy, but 
not in Categorical data [1, 2, 11, 12]. It is challenging in 
categorical domain, where the distance between data 
points is not defined. It is also not easy to find out the 
class label of unknown data point in categorical domain. 
Sampling techniques improve the speed of clustering and 
we consider the data points that are not sampled to 
allocate into proper clusters. The data which depends on 
time called time evolving data. For example, the buying 
preferences of customers may change with time, 
depending on the current day of the week, availability of 
alternatives, discounting rate etc. Since data evolve with 
time, the underlying clusters may also change based on 
time by the data drifting concept [10, 15]. The clustering 
time-evolving data in the numerical domain [1, 5, 6, 9] has 
been explored in the previous works, where as in 
categorical domain not that much. Still it is a challenging 
problem in the categorical domain. 
As a result, our contribution in modifying the frame work 
which is proposed by Ming-Syan Chen in 2009[8] utilizes 
any clustering algorithm to detect the drifting concepts. 
We adopted sliding window technique and initial data (at 
time t=0) is used in initial clustering. These clusters are 

represented by using Chen NIR and POur-NIR [8, 19], 
where each attribute value importance is measured. We 
find whether the data points in the next sliding window 
(current sliding window) belongs to appropriate clusters of 
last clustering results or they are outliers. We call this 
clustering result as a temporal and compare with last 
clustering result to drift the data points or not. If the 
concept drift is not detected to update the POur-NIR 
otherwise dump attribute value based on importance and 
then reclustering using clustering techniques [19]. In this 
paper mainly concentrating on the inter-similarity of 
adjacent clusters from time to time based similarity 
measure  that is easy to find the drifts are occurred or not   
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 
discussed related works, in section 3 vector representation 
provided, in section 4 cosine measure for relation analysis 
among the clusters discussed and also contains results 
with comparison of Ming-Syan Chen method and 
Pour-NIR method and finally concluded with section 5.    

2. RELATED WORK 

In this section, we discuss various clustering algorithms 
on categorical data with cluster representatives and data 
labeling. We studied many data clustering algorithms with 
time evolving. Cluster representative is used to 
summarize and characterize the clustering result, which is 
not fully discussed in categorical domain unlike numerical 
domain. 
In K-modes which is an extension of K-means algorithm 
in categorical domain a cluster is represented by ‘mode’ 
which is composed by the most frequent attribute value in 
each attribute domain in that cluster. Although this cluster 
representative is simple, only use one attribute value in 
each attribute domain to represent a cluster is questionable. 
It composed of the attribute values with high 
co-occurrence. In the statistical categorical clustering 
algorithms [3,4] such as COOLCAT and LIMBO, data 
points are grouped based on the statistics. In algorithm 
COOLCAT, data points are separated in such a way that 
the expected entropy of the whole arrangements is 
minimized. In algorithm LIMBO, the information 
bottleneck method is applied to minimize the information 
lost which resulted from summarizing data points into 
clusters. 
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However, all of the above categorical clustering 
algorithms focus on performing clustering on the entire 
dataset and do not consider the time-evolving trends and 
also the clustering representatives in these algorithms are 
not clearly defined.   
The new method is related to the idea of conceptual 
clustering [9], which creates a conceptual structure to 
represent a concept (cluster) during clustering. However, 
NIR only analyzes the conceptual structure and does not 
perform clustering, i.e., there is no objective function such 
as category utility (CU) [11] in conceptual clustering to 
lead the clustering procedure. In this aspect our method 
can provide in better manner for the clustering of data 
points on time based. 
The main reason is that in concept drifting scenarios, 
geometrically close items in the conventional vector space 
might belong to different classes. This is because of a 
concept change (drift) that occurred at some time point. 
Our previous work [19, 20] addresses the node importance 
in the categorical data with the help of sliding window. 
That is new approach to the best of our knowledge that 
proposes these advanced techniques for concept drift 
detection and clustering of data points.  
After scanning the literature, it is clear that clustering 
categorical data is un touched many ties due to the 
complexity involved in it. A time-evolving categorical 
data is to be clustered within the due course hence 
clustering data can be viewed as follows: there are a series 
of categorical data points D is given, where each data 
point is a vector of q attribute values, i.e., 
pj=(pj1,pj2,...,pjq). And A = {A1,A2 ,..., Aq}, where Aa is 
the ath categorical attribute, 1 ≤  a ≤ q. The window size 
N is to be given so that the data set D is separated into 
several continuous subsets St, where the number of data 
points in each St is N shown in figure 1. The superscript 
number t is the identification number of the sliding 
window and t is also called time stamp. Here in we 
consider the first N data points of data set D this makes 
the first data slide or the first sliding window S1or S1. The 
intension is to cluster every data slide and relate the 
clusters of every data slide with previous clusters formed 
by the previous data slides. Several notations and 
representations are used in our work to ease the process of 
presentation. In the previous work we considered the 
sample data set for the clustering of concept drift 
categorical data in that paper initially clustering done by 
standard algorithm that result shown in figure 1 and finally 
concluded with the updated POur-NIR results respect to 
sliding window and clusters as shown in figure 
2[ 20] .Based on the relationship analysis, the evolving 
clusters will provide clues for us to catch the time 
evolving trends in the data set. This can achieve by 
introducing vector model and cosine measure, the 
similarity measure is most efficient for the vector 
representation. 

 

Fig. 1.  Data set with sliding window size 6 where the initial    
clustering is performed 

 

Fig 2: Final clustering results as per the data set of fig 1 and output 
POur-NIR Results 

3. Vector representation  

The vector model is a view of the representative to contain 
the domain of nodes. The size of vector is based on the 
total number of nodes in entire data set. A cluster in this 
space is a vector, and an each index of vector is the value 
of importance by POur-NIR method in that node domain. 
Based on the node vector representation, the node 
POur-NIR Vector of cluster Ci is shown as follows:  
 
  Ci =  wi(I1),wi(I2),…….wi(Ii),……………….wi(Iz)), 
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Where  
              Wi(Ir)=o,   if Ir does not occur in Ci,                                                                    
              Wi(Ii)=w(Ci,iir),  if Ir occur in Ci. 
 
This model can work on all nodes in entire data set. The 
calculations needed for the vector model are: 
1. The weight of each node across the entire data set 

needs to be calculated based on sliding window data 
set and POur-NIR method [20 ]. This gives how 
important the node is in the sliding window of data 
set.  

2. The weight of every node within a given sliding 
window   needs to be calculated for all slidings. 
This obtains how important the node is within a single 
sliding window.  

3.  Every two adjacent vectors  of the sliding window 
clusters are compared 

 
The value in the vector  Ci on  each node domain is the 
POur-NIR  value of this node in cluster Ci, i.e., W ( ci, N 
[i, r]). If the node does not occur in cluster Ci, the value in 
the vector Ci on this node domain is zero. Here contains 
all distinct nodes that occur in the entire data set, not just 
in cluster Ci    based on the domain of attribute values. 
Therefore, the dimensions of all the vectors Ci  are the 
same. 
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Fig 3: POur-NIR Vectors  ,  and  of the clustering results 
C1, C2 and C3 In fig 2   

Example: In the example data set shown in fig 1, in that 
figure there are totally 12 distinct nodes in the entire data 
set and the POur-NIR results of C11 and C12 are shown in 
fig 3 based on this figure 2 the vector space defined as 
said above in this section the vector of cluster C11 and 
similarly for the remaining clusters as shown in fig 3 
The clusters Ci and Cj are represented by the POur-NIR 
vectors and  . We studied several similarity measures 

for the finding of similarity of clusters, finally concluded 
among them the cosine measure is often used to compare 
documents in text mining. In addition, it is used to 
measure cohesion within clusters in the field of Data 
Mining. 

4. Cosine Measure 

The cosine treats both vectors as unit vectors by 
normalizing them, it calculates the cosine of  the angle 
between the two vectors. It does provide an accurate 
measure of similarity but with no regard to magnitude. But 
magnitude is an important factor while considering 
similarity.  It is popular measure of similar in the vector 
representation [14] . The cosine measure between vectors 

and  are Ai and Bi respectively is calculated as the 
shown equation below. 

 

Consider the clustering results C11 and C22 in fig 3. The 
POur-NIR vectors of the clustering results C11 and C12 
are shown in fig 4. The similarity between vectors C11 
and C21 is   0.8933 and similarly calculated for the other 
clusters. 
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Fig 4: cosine similarity table between the clustering results c1 and c2 and 
between the c2 and c3 by POur-NIR results in fig 3. 
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Fig 5: Cosine similarity table between the clustering results c1 and c2 
and between the c2 and c3 By CNIR results 

In figure 4   , the similarity of each pair of adjacent 
clustering results, where tb is the time stamp that different 
concepts happens, is measured by the cosine measure. 
Based on this measure, it provides for us to catch the 
time-evolving trend in the data set and also it could help 
for how to link the clusters at different time stamps. 
 
Comparison of CNIR and POur-NIR 
The cosine similarity of each pair clustering results of both 
the CNIR and POur-NIR shown in figure 5. As per the 
observation in that figure some of the inter-clusters may 
get zero similarity by CNIR where as in POur-NIR getting 
different. That shows the relationship between the 
clustering results at different time stamps. At same time 
when we are looking into the sample data set in figure 1 
there it could be different with the CNIR result that means 
POur-NIR showing the better performance. 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, a frame work proposed by Ming-Syan Chen 
Node Importance Representative (CNIR) in 2009[8] is 
modified by new method that is POur-NIR to find node 
importance [ 20]. It is analyzed, finding the differences in 
the node importance values of attributes [19] in same 
cluster  plays an important role in reclustering. The 
representatives of the clusters help improving the cluster 
accuracy and purity and hence the POur-NIR method 
performs better than the CNIR method [8].The pairing of 
each adjacent clusters similarity is based on POur-NIR 
method and is better than the CNIR in terms of cluster 
distribution. The future work improves the performance of 
precision and recall of DCD by introducing the 
leaders-subleaders algorithm for reclustering. 
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